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T he Nature  of F ire

The Nature of Fire 
                        Avec ma main brûlée j'écris sur la nature du feu
                            -Gustave Flaubert

I love when my poetry teacher says “the beloved,” I love 
your picture tucked in my phone case a polaroid of you 
grinning at me white shirt open on my bed it was the day 
after we met we broke the camera a week later and I never

replaced it I love your clothes in my closet your boxers 
blue and faded almost falling off my hips like snow 
almost falling off a roof I wear them even when 
it gets cold I hold my legs close til I stop 

shivering I love reading to you ‘til my throat runs red 
we get through thirty pages of East of Eden in one night I love 

the white sheets of your bed tangled and spiraling
I sit in editing 'til half-past noon while you write emails 
downstairs, the sleep not yet scrubbed out my eyes
I love waiting for you

 I love Frank O’Hara when he says “the season of distress 
and clarity,” I love hangovers with you 
driving home from the party in your car we listen 
to White Wine by Lil Peep cause I make you 

put it on and it is raining I love the rain I close my eyes 
I love watching the red of them their tiny pulsing veins you run
through a yellow light I love when we are
 
the most stripped down parts of ourselves 
I love birch with the bark ripped off

I love the chlorine taste on my tongue 
when I wake up from a dream 
of falling and remember I am alive

I love the Velvet Underground singing “I’ll be your mirror,” 
I love washing your hair and rinsing it clean 
again I love reading you my poems 
especially when I have to leave stanzas out I love
the thrill of stumbling over



I love Louise Gluck when she says “the beloved doesn’t need/
to live. The beloved/ lives in the head.” I love long days
without much time to call you I love Michigan 
which is thirteen hours away

I love the ways in which we fall towards each other our eyes 
wide shut I love our open grasping hands 
I love calling you on the phone and saying 
“Today I feel like I am going insane.”

I love the way white noise swells as you falter
for what to say the telephone static swarming
the thick of your tongue I love the scooped-out

feel of my stomach as I wait for you 
to speak and I love when you do 
speak to say I love you to say It will be
alright Do you promise Yes I promise 
Yes Always yes 

I love turning your words over in my mouth
like hard candies I love white-knuckle hands held
tight I love running to you after a long empty time 

without you I love Flaubert I love reading through 
old diary entries with my burning hands and 
finding you there my always beloved.
 


